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Raphael’s Errors 
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In the preface to part three of his Lives of the Artists 
(Florence, 1568), Giorgio Vasari introduces the golden age of 
modern art, that period we now call “High Renaissance,” when 
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo and Raphael dominated the scene 
in Italy. He also looks back on the painters of the late fifteenth 
century and agrees that their works, which do not meet the new 
artistic standards, were, nevertheless, “for the most part well 
drawn and without errors.”[1] Generally speaking, Vasari refers to 
two kinds of errors made by painters. Sometimes an artist will 
commit an error in the representation of nature; at other times he 
might make a mistake in judgment. According to Vasari, Raphael 
was guilty of making both kinds of errors. Other authors, including 
Baldassare Castiglione, recount anecdotes about artistic mistakes 
allegedly made by Raphael. There is also the poet and translator 
Lodovico Domenichi (1515-1564), who was born in Piacenza and 
lived in Florence after 1547. Domenichi published two little-known 
tales about Raphael in his best-known book, Facetie et motti arguti 
di alcuni eccellentissimi ingegni et nobilissimi signori (Florence, 
1548), which purports to be a collection of stories and witty 
remarks by several authors. 

The Renaissance understanding of artistic errors or mistakes 
is rooted in the stories that ancient authors told about the fourth-
century B.C. Greek painter Apelles. For example, the elder Pliny in 
his Natural History (35. 85) recounts one especially important story 
as follows: Apelles regarded others as more accurate critics than 
he. Thus, when a picture was ready for exhibition in public, he 
would put it out for passersby to see and would hide behind it. 
From that vantage, he was able to overhear anyone who might find 
fault with his work. Once a shoemaker adversely criticized the 
artist for omitting a loop in a depiction of a sandal. Apelles 
corrected the mistake and put his painting out again. When the 
cobbler returned and began to point out another fault in the 
painting — this time in the depiction of a leg and particularly the 
“crus,” or shin — indignant Apelles thrust his head from behind 
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his picture and told the cobbler not to go beyond his last, or to 
stick to his area of expertise, as we would say.[2] 

Pliny’s story makes an important distinction between a true 
or verifiable mistake and the perception of a mistake. When the 
shoemaker confines his opinion to the appearance of sandals, 
about which he knew a great deal, his criticism is objective and 
just, and Apelles happily makes the necessary change in his work. 
When the cobbler criticizes the artist’s depiction of human 
anatomy, however, he oversteps the bounds of his knowledge. 
Because he is not competent to pass judgment on the anatomy of 
Apelles’ figures, he points to an apparent error in the artist’s 
painting. As Pliny implies, Apelles justifiably grows angry and 
defensive at the shoemaker’s presumption. One moral of Pliny’s 
tale seems to be that although artists sometimes make mistakes, 
at other times the viewer or the critic of his work errs in judging it. 

In his On the Characteristics of Animals (4.50), the Roman 
writer, Claudius Aelianus, who is also known as Aelian (A. D. ca. 
175 – 235), points to another mistake in representation that 
Apelles allegedly made, this time in one of his depictions of a 
horse. “Horses, they say, have no lower eyelashes,” Aelian writes,  

 
so	   that	   Apelles	   of	   Ephesus	   incurred	   blame	   for	   ignoring	   this	  
peculiarity	  in	  his	  picture	  of	  a	  horse.	  But	  others	  assert	  that	  it	  was	  not	  
Apelles	  who	  was	  charged	  with	   this	   fault,	  but	  Micon,	  a	  man	  of	  great	  
skill	   in	  depicting	   this	  animal,	   although	  on	   this	  one	  point	  he	  made	  a	  
mistake.[3]  
 
Here the error made by Apelles — who in antiquity was 

renowned in part for his lifelike representations of horses — is like 
the one first pointed out by the cobbler in Pliny’s story. Apelles (or 
perhaps the fifth-century B. C. painter and sculptor Micon) does 
not accurately represent nature; he misrepresents the lower eyelid 
of a horse. The implication is that Apelles’s knowledge of equine 
anatomy was not complete. 

In his Life of Alexander the Great (47.4), the Greek historian, 
biographer and essayist Plutarch (A. D. 46-127) describes another 
instance of Apelles’s supposed inaccurate representation of nature. 
The author praises a portrait of Alexander by the fourth century B. 
C. Greek sculptor Lysippus. Specifically, Plutarch praises 
Lysippus’ faithful depiction of certain of Alexander’s physical 
features, namely “the inclination of his head a little on one side 
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towards his left shoulder, and his melting eye.” Plutarch goes on to 
adversely criticize one of Apelles’ portraits of Alexander because in 
it the artist made his subject’s  

 
complexion	   browner	   and	  darker	   than	   it	  was	   naturally;	   for	   he	   [i.	   e.,	  
Alexander]	  was	  fair	  and	  of	  a	  light	  color,	  passing	  into	  ruddiness	  in	  his	  
face	  and	  on	  his	  chest.	  [4]	  	  
 
Because of Apelles’s outstanding ability in mixing colors well, 

his portrait of Alexander might have seemed lifelike, but, according 
to Plutarch, it was not an exact likeness of the subject and 
therefore was an inaccurate representation of nature. 

In his On Isis and Osiris (Moralia, 360.24), Plutarch says that 
Lysippus found another defect in Apelles’s portrait of Alexander. 
This time, however, the mistake was not an incorrect depiction of 
nature; rather, the error was an inappropriate presentation of the 
great general. According to Plutarch, Lysippus “was quite right in 
his disapproval of the painter Apelles, because Apelles in his 
portrait of Alexander had represented him with a thunderbolt in 
hand.”[5] Plutarch also explains that in Lysippus’ portrait, the 
sculptor appropriately represented Alexander holding a spear. For 
Plutarch the truth of Lyssipus’ work ensured its enduring honor, 
whereas the vainglory implied by the thunderbolt, an attribute of 
Zeus, in Apelles’s portrait meant its honor was fleeting. 

Apelles’s mistake in this instance has to do with iconography 
and with decorum. According to Plutarch, who elsewhere (Moralia 
780F) explains that Zeus resents artists who imitate his thunder 
and lightning, and Lysippus, Apelles represented Alexander with 
an inappropriate attribute. The spear held by Lysippus’s figure 
rightly signaled Alexander’s role as a warrior and military leader, 
while the lightning bolt in Apelles’ portrait implied an indecorous 
linking of the general and the supreme deity. Plutarch alleges that 
because Apelles made a mistake in judgment, his portrait of 
Alexander was a failure. 

Like Apelles, Raphael was also accused of making mistakes. 
Referring to certain of the artist’s figures on the ceiling of the 
Loggia di Psiche in Agostino Chigi’s (1466-1520) palazzo (now Villa 
Farnesina), Vasari says that they lack the artist’s usual “grace and 
sweetness.” The cause of this error (“errore”) was that Raphael had 
other painters add the colors to his designs. Ultimately, however, 
the mistake was not without benefit. Echoing Cicero’s “To err is 
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human, but to persevere in error is only the act of a fool,” Vasari 
explains that judicious Raphael learned from his mistake. He alone 
painted the Transfiguration of Christ (now in the Pinacoteca 
Vaticana, Rome). Still, Vasari explains, even that picture is not 
without fault, for in it Raphael  

 
almost	   capriciously	   used	   the	   lampblack	   of	   the	   printers	   [.	   .	   .]	  which	  
becomes	   darker	   with	   time	   and	   has	   a	   negative	   effect	   on	   the	   other	  
colors	  with	  which	  it	  is	  blended.	  6]	  	  
 
In effect, Vasari asserts Raphael lacks judgment. He 

unwisely allowed other artists to add colors to his design; and he 
foolishly mixed his own colors with lampblack, making his painting 
over time appear darker than it should. 

Vasari is not the first author to associate Raphael and 
mistakes in coloring. Several decades earlier, in Il libro del 
Cortegiano (Venice, 1528), Castiglione recorded an anecdote in 
which two cardinals jokingly accuse the artist of making a mistake 
in a picture of saints Peter and Paul. The cardinals, who wish to 
provoke Raphael to speak, accuse him of making his figures “too 
red in the face.” Raphael immediately replies, “I have made them so 
quite on purpose, since we must believe that St. Peter and St. Paul 
are as red in heaven as you see them here, out of shame that their 
church should be governed by such men as you.”[7] Castiglione 
explains that this anecdote is an example of a particular kind of 
humor: Raphael jibes the cardinals in the very way in which the 
cardinals jibed him. They accuse him of being incompetent as a 
painter; they accuse him of misrepresenting nature, of making the 
faces of the saints “too red.” Raphael wittily and spontaneously 
accuses the cardinals of being incompetent as leaders of the 
Church. 

Castiglione’s anecdote is not clear at a crucial point. The 
reader does not know for certain that Raphael made a mistake in 
the representation of the flesh of a figure. Indeed, the anecdote 
implies that the cardinals merely teased the artist in order to 
provoke a response from him. Still, the cardinals draw attention to 
a very important aspect of Renaissance art, coloring. In others 
words, they jokingly criticize an aspect of Raphael’s art that they 
believed was of great concern to him. 

In one of Domenichi’s facezie about Raphael, the artist is 
again accused of making a mistake in coloring. This time, however, 
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the alleged error involves not a single painting, but two, his Mass 
at Bolsena and his Expulsion of Heliodorus, both of which are still 
in the Stanza d’Eliodoro in the Vatican. As the story goes, Pope 
Julius II  

 
had	  the	  very	  excellent	  painter	  Raphael	  paint	  the	  rooms	  in	  which	  the	  
pope	  was	  living.	  In	  one	  of	  the	  rooms	  he	  [Julius]	  had	  himself	  depicted	  
on	   his	   knees	   to	   hear	  Mass,	   and	   on	   another	  wall,	   as	   he	  was	   coming	  
from	   Belvedere	   carried	   by	   footmen.	   The	   second	   portrait	   is	   much	  
richer	   in	   color	   than	   is	   the	   first,	   for	  which	   [difference]	  Raphael	  was	  
blamed	  by	  some	  people,	  who	  said	  that	  he	  had	  made	  an	  error	  in	  not	  
painting	   the	   colors	   in	   the	   same	   way	   [in	   each	   figure].	   Signor	  
Marcantonio	   Colonna	   said	   to	   them	   that	   they	   had	   greatly	   deceived	  
themselves	   because	  Raphael	   had	   served	  decorum	  well	  —	   the	  pope	  
was	  sober	  during	  Mass;	  [while]	  on	  returning	  from	  the	  Belvedere,	  [he	  
was]	  flushed	  and	  blushing	  from	  having	  imbibed.[8] 

 
Marcantonio Colonna (1478-1522), whose wife was Lucrezia 

Gara della Rovere, a niece of the pope, facetiously explains that 
Raphael is falsely accused of making a mistake. He did not 
misrepresent nature: Rather, in each of his paintings the artist 
appropriately depicted the coloring of Julius’ flesh. In the Mass at 
Bolsena the pope was not drunk when Raphael portrayed him, 
whereas in the Expulsion of Heliodorus Raphael represented the 
pope after he had been drinking (probably red wine). Raphael’s 
critics are mistaken: the artist’s errors are merely apparent. The 
critics’ complaints are like the ignorant remark of the cobbler in 
Pliny’s story about Apelles. 

Domenichi also published a motto about Raphael’s work in 
the Loggia di Psiche of the Chigi palace in Rome. There, as the 
story goes, among many other figures of gods and the graces, he 
depicted a figure of the gigantic Cyclops, Polyphemus and another 
of Mercury at the age of about thirteen years. One morning a lady 
visited Raphael, and wishing to seem a person of keen intelligence, 
she very much admired and praised his paintings, saying:  

 
“All	   of	   these	   figures	   certainly	   are	  most	   excellent,	   but	   I	  would	   have	  
wished,	   signor	   Raphael,	   for	   the	   sake	   of	   your	   virtue,	   that	   you	   had	  
depicted	   a	   beautiful	   rose	   or	   a	   fig	   leaf	   over	   the	   shame	   of	   that	  
Mercury.”	  To	  which	  Raphael,	  smiling,	  replied:	  “Pardon	  me,	  Madame,	  
for	   not	   giving	   the	   matter	   such	   consideration,”	   and	   then	   he	   added:	  
“But	   why	   did	   you	   not	   say	   that	   I	   do	   something	   similar	   with	   the	  
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Polyphemus,	   for	   which	   figure	   earlier	   you	   highly	   praised	   me,	   and	  
which	  is	  so	  much	  larger	  in	  its	  shame?”[9] 

 
The details of this anecdote are somewhat confusing. 

Because, as far as we know, Raphael did not paint a Polyphemus 
in the Loggia di Psiche, the author of the tale might have been 
thinking of Sebastiano del Piombo’s figure in the Sala di Galatea in 
the same palace, which figure, however, wears a tunic. In addition, 
there are two youthful figures of Mercury in the frescoes of the 
Loggia di Psiche — one, a standing figure on the ceiling, and the 
other, a flying figure on an end wall. Seemingly the author of the 
motto did not have first hand knowledge of Raphael’s frescoes in 
the Chigi palace. Perhaps, his memory was faulty or he might have 
repeated a story he had heard. 

A few years before the publication of Domenichi’s motto there 
had been an outcry against the indecorous nudity of 
Michelangelo’s figures in his Last Judgment — completed in 1541 
— in the Sistine Chapel, Rome.[10] Although Raphael’s figure 
appears in a domestic rather than a religious setting, given the 
historical moment, we should not be surprised that his visitor 
accuses him of making an error in judgment, of not showing 
proper decorum in his representation of a nude figure of the 
youthful Mercury. Raphael readily accepts the lady’s accusation, 
but wonders why she said nothing about the exposed genitals of 
his large figure of the adult Polyphemus. Raphael teasingly implies 
that modesty prevented his visitor from speaking out against 
Polyphemus’s “shame” because “size matters.” 

Ostensibly, Domenichi’s stories, Castiglione’s anecdote, and 
Vasari’s remarks on Raphael’s Transfiguration are about the artist’s 
alleged mistakes. They also draw attention to the importance of 
decorum and of the lifelike imitation of nature for Renaissance 
painters. They serve another significant purpose, too. From a 
literary perspective, Raphael’s errors in imitation and in judgment 
subtly link him to Apelles, who also made two kinds of mistakes. 

 
  

Notes 
 

1.  Vasari 4: 7. Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my 
own. 
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2. Pliny 9: 111. Throughout I refer to this edition. 
 
3. Aelian 1: 271. I am told that the lower lash of a horse’s eye is 
difficult to see. 
 
4. Plutarch, Parallel Lives 7: 232-233. 
 
5. Plutarch, Moralia 5:360. 
 
6. Vasari 4: 207. The Transfiguration was unfinished at the time of 
Raphael’s death. Today art historians see the intervention of the 
artist’s assistants in the lower right-hand corner of the painting. 
See Adams 351-353. 
 
7. Castiglione 173. 
 
8. Domenichi 46, no. 103: Papa Giulio fece dipingere le stanze dove 
egli abitava a Rafaello da Urbino, pittor molto eccellente, in una delle 
quali si fece ritrarre in ginocchioni a udire la messa e, da una altra 
faccia, quando veniva da Belvedere portato da’ palafranieri. Era il 
secondo ritratto molto più colorito del primo, di che essendo biasimato 
Rafaello da alcuni che dicevano che egli aveva fatto errore a non lo 
dipingere colorito a un medesimo modo, disse il signor Marc’Antonio 
Colonna a quei tali che s’ingannavano forte, perche Rafaello aveva 
servato benissimo il decoro: perciò che il papa alla messa era sobrio; 
al ritorno di Belvedere colorito e rosso per aver bevuto. 
 
9. Domenichi, 207, no. 446. Raffael da Urbino, pittore 
eccellentissimo e singolare, dipigneva in Roma la loggia nel giardino 
di Agostin Chisi, nella quale vi aveva fatto molte figure delle dee e 
delle grazie e fra l’altre un Polifemo grandissimo e un Mercurio di eta 
di tredici anni. Quivi entro una mattina una gentildonna, la quale, 
come quella che faceva profession d’essere di svegliato ingegno, 
mirandole e lodandole assai, disse: Certamente tutte queste figure 
sono eccellentissime, ma desidererei che per onestà voi, signor 
Raffaello, faceste una bella rosa, overo una foglia di vite sopra la 
vergogna di quel Mercurio. Allora, sorridendo, Raffaello disse: 
Perdonatemi, madonna, che io non aveva tanta considerazione. E poi 
soggiunse: Ma perchè non avete voi ancor detto che io faccia il simile 
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al Polifemo, che dianzi tanto mi lodaste ed è tanto grande nella 
vergogna. 
 
10. For an extended discussion of various responses to 
Michelangelo’s painting, see Barnes. 
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